SISE V2-1 Notes

General Notes.

Be patient with the labs it does take time for things to happen.

The Authz Policies do have a tick box re display renewal of certificate which is easily missed.

Sometimes the crumb trail in the notes does not match actual

Sometimes had to use IE to see things

Some of the views did not show what was in the notes, add the columns to the views to see.

GUI sometimes adds extra characters can be a real problem when referencing ACL names be careful

Lab 4
Step 40 Incorrect name in Policy set Wired AD Contractors

Lab 5

A bit Flaky patience required, maybe a reload of the W7 Corp PC required.

Task 2 Step 19 DO NOT FORGET the tick box for Passive Identity Tracking it is not in the notes only the picture the lab will not work without it.

Check that the times on ISE and AD are synced could go out of Sync after a reload of the ISE.


Lab 7

The email delivery works the content of the email not readable, does not cause an issue with the lab

Did not see Task 1 step 8 Popup

Task 1 step 78 is Context Visibility-->endpoints not radius Live sessions

Task 2 although Task 2 is optional the creation of the Demo-Self-Reg portal is required for Lab 14 task 1 step 9. Probably a good idea to create this.It is also required in Task 3 of this lab so even more reasons to do it.

Task 2 step 4 

A number of entries have slipped from the field above to the field below in the manual, all fairly obvious. Ie 2 simultaneous logins has slipped to next field

Task 3 Makes reference to the Demo-Self-Reg portal created in Task 2, so if task 2 not carried out you will not be able to select it.


Task 4 optional is reliant on Task 2 Optional.

Task 4 Step 1 note in the MEA guide really important.

Lab 9

iPOad was not profile into Apple as indicated it was unknown, on the day who knows.

Lab 10

Had to clear out the iPad three times for the activity of task 5 to work.

Lab 12

Task 1 step 8 "Configure" has been missed from the crumb trail in the notes.

Task 4 step 37 add columns to the output to see what is referenced in the notes.

Task 4 step 39 Admin-->System-->Certs

Had to view Certificate in IE

If the Profiles and or Certificates do not install onto the Ipad Check the Date on the IPad. Select automatic time on the Ipad and it should be fine.

Lab 14

The timers for lab the remediation check might be worth lowering to say 10 minutes.

Lab 17


Task 1 Before testing this lab PLEASE make sure that the W7 Corp PC has been returned to using the 802.1x supplicant by enabling the wired-service in Windows. This should have been enabled at the end of the Easy Connect lab but if the delegates do not do this in the Easy Connect lab there will be a problem installing the AnyConnect software in this lab.

The location of the files to use is correct in the Lab, though in the past it has worked if you use the files in the directory above SISE 2-1

The login is administrator/ISEisC00L not admin

Turn all the posture policies on as per the screen shot

Task 2 The Web Agent is optional however in a couple of Pods the agent would not install. The solution in one pod was to use a later version of the agent than .7 ie .8


Lab 19

The anyconnect client might not be in the admin pc in users/downloads, if not just follow the instructions in the lab to download it from tools>

“clear configure all” is issued at the global mode ciscoasa(config)#

PLEASE do not use “wr erase” as on a ASAv it will break it

No enable password on the ASA

Make sure the ASDM refreshes the config from the ASA the two did not match in my case.

See my video for typos in my url redirect ACL 

Portal and scan takes an age to do be patient.

The posture check policy that was hit for the ASA was checking for not only the good file but for Putty which was there but in the wrong location and WINCLAm which was not installed on the VPn client. The easy thing was to modify the Posture Policy rules to match.

Lab 20
AMP Lab.

The AMP url for uk is https://console.eu.amp.cisco.com

Use the EU options in the lab not US

The Lab is not easy to follow with Text and screen shots all over the place, follow carefully.

The note for Task 3 Step 10 

Really confusing area they are trying to get you to create a dACL and apply it to the Authz Profile AMP_Profile but they get the name wrong and don’t tell you to apply the dACL. I would just use permit any any.

The text directly above step 11 should be the following ACL as this is the one that exists on the ASA “ISE-URL-REDIRECT” and not the one they state.

Task 4 step 4 Select EU and not US

Lab 21

Task 2 step 3 do not forget to enter the DNS not mentioned in the notes and easily missed in the graphic.

Use IE to view the cert.

Task 2 step 10 password must have a special character in it ie "." ISEisC00L.

Be patient with WSA it is very slow to respond to input.

Step to commit change top r/h corner in yellow.

Read carefully about the install of certificates easy to make a mistake.

Task 4 Step 29 and 30 text and screen shots do not match what you see in the lab. When you are entering the certs for the WSA Client you need to enter the root CA for “Primary ISE PxGrid node” & “Ise Monitoring Node”.

To get the SGA tag 4 for employees applied I had to disable in the default policy set the rule for AD employees as I kept hitting that rule and not the one below.

The corp pc that is used for testing resides in Vlan10 in the remote lab. However all the config on the switch and screen shots show it in Vlan50 10.1.50.0/24. I added the following config to the switch to make the wccp protocol work on vlan 10. Task 2 59 

Interface Vlan50
	Ip wccp 90 redirect in

I also added 

Interface Vlan10
	Ip wccp 90 redirect in

